
cieh.org/tailored-training

Get in touch with our training experts

Contact +44 (0)20 7827 5800 today to find out more 
about our training solutions and to discuss your 
unique requirements. 
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World-class service

Some of our clients:

“ CIEH took our requests seriously and jumped 
through hoops to deliver what we needed and input 
their courses onto our Electronic Staff Record (ESR) 
system. Response times to queries were fantastic 
and I’m thrilled with the results. I would recommend 
CIEH to other trusts and NHS departments” – Tees, 
Esk and Wear Valley NHS Foundation Trust

“ The introduction of CIEH eLearning has given us 
the tools to take a proactive and trackable approach 
to food safety training, helping to enhance our 
compliance performance standards. The system 
is user friendly, engaging, and fits with the busy 
schedules of our teams, who are working across 
multiple sites. By using CIEH we have the confidence 
that we are providing our colleagues with high 
quality and well recognised training.” – Mitie

Dedicated Account Management

Our dedicated team of training experts are always on 
hand to discuss your requirements, from large-scale or 
tailored training to general assistance. 

Jon Flatman
Jon Flatman has worked at CIEH for over ten years, 
during which time he has provided efficient and cost-
effective training solutions to improve safety and 
efficiency for large-scale businesses whilst meeting their 
every requirement. 

Helena Storr
Helena Storr has worked at CIEH for eight years and 
prides herself on being able to offer support and insights 
to a wide variety of people looking for high-quality 
flexible training, promoting adaptable learning and life 
skills for the next generation. 

Liam McCarthy
Liam McCarthy has worked in the training sector for 
almost 18 years – both in the UK and the Middle East 
– and joined CIEH over four years ago. Liam takes a 
holistic ‘farm to fork’ approach to finding the best 
training plan for his clients, who are mainly in farming, 
food manufacturing, wholesale and catering.  

From micro businesses and SMEs to nationals, multinationals and corporate 
giants, our internationally recognised courses are used by a wide range of 
organisations looking to train and develop their teams and protect their 
reputation through health and safety compliance.
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CIEH training programmes 
The Chartered Institute of Environmental Health (CIEH) 
has been protecting the public, supporting professionals 
and influencing environmental health policy for more 
than 130 years.
 
As a trusted, experienced organisation we are uniquely 
equipped to deliver effective environmental health 
training and have expertly designed a versatile range of 
courses to effectively educate and develop individuals 
and teams.
 
Why choose CIEH? Here’s why 98.8% of people 
who deliver our training programmes say they would 
recommend us:

1 Compliance: With a network of over 7,000 
environmental health professionals, our dedicated team 
ensure that CIEH training courses always align with the 
latest legislation and government policy as and when it 
develops, helping you and your team remain compliant 
at all times.

2 Reputation: As the leading chartered body for 
environmental health, pioneering professional learning 
since 1883, we are internationally recognised as the 
benchmark for delivering the highest and most credible 
quality of health and safety training.

3 Assurance: Served by a community of professionals 
dedicating their careers to best practice in environmental 
health, our team of health and safety experts always 
maintain the highest of standards in the delivery of 
training and knowledge sharing.

4 Value: Whether you’re a micro-business or global 
organisation, we have the most cost-effective and 
scalable training options to suit you and your unique 
needs.

5 Expertise: Pioneering professional development in 
environmental health for over 130 years, our highly 
experienced team of experts understand every unique 
need and are equipped with the most effective solutions 
to serve your requirements in the most efficient of ways. 

For more information visit:
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Our wide range of online training courses provide the 
perfect solution for organisations and individuals looking 
to develop their understanding of environmental health 
and ensure compliance with the latest health and safety 
legislation and best practice. 

Covering the key areas of food safety, health and 
safety and workplace safety at different levels to suit 
your needs, from Bitesize induction courses through to 
supervisory level, look no further than the internationally    
recognised experts for environmental health training you 
can trust.

Why online training?

Adaptive: We provide the ability to customise learning 
content, creating bespoke training solutions featuring 
your branding, required content and more.
  
Accessible: Our mobile app brings health and safety 
training courses to the fingertips of you and your 
team, providing access wherever and whenever is most 
convenient. 

Interactive: Featuring video, animation and games to 
enhance the learning experience, our training is designed 
to keep users engaged and maximise their effectiveness. 

Convenient: With 24-hour access to our courses, 
including via our mobile companion app, our courses are 
available when you or your team need them, wherever 
they may be. 

Value: Only pay for the specific courses you need, 
whether you are arranging them for yourself, your 
immediate team or an entire organisation.

For a full list of courses visit www.cieh.org/online-training

Interested in our online training courses?

Visit www.cieh.org/online-training to find out more, or 
contact our training experts at +44 (0)20 7827 5800 to 
discuss your unique needs. 

Get your team ahead with our 
convenient training courses, placing 
health and safety training at your 
fingertips at any time and any place.

Need even more flexibility?  
Our experts are on hand to provide 
tailored training solutions to meet 
your unique requirements. 

Online training courses



Boost your team’s expertise with 
our flexible work-based training 
programmes.

We provide a range of flexible work-based training to 
help you advance your business and ensure your team’s 
compliance with the latest legislation. 

Providing great value courses in food allergen awareness, 
first aid, food safety, HACCP, manual handling and 
occupational health and safety, our scalable training 
solution is designed to keep you up-to-date with key 
policy drivers and must-know market changes. 

From in-depth training materials, including presentations, 
activity sheets, textbooks and test sheets to certification 
of training, we provide you with everything you need to 
run CIEH training programmes across your organisation.
 
Topics include:

•  First aid at work
•  Food allergen awareness
•  Food safety
•  HACCP
•  Health and safety
•  Manual handling

Tailoring our training to meet the needs of any business, 
department or team, no matter their needs, we work 
closely with leading organisations in the UK and beyond 
to provide environmental health training that aligns 
with their objectives and budgets, with cost-effective 
solutions and discounts for organisations requiring large-
scale training. 

Our flexible online training platform also allows for 
customised courses to suit your requirements, where we 
can provide bespoke courses including your branding, 
chosen subject areas and any necessary content.

For our full list of work-based training programmes visit 
www.cieh.org/work-based-training

Our dedicated training experts 
are on hand to provide bespoke 
solutions that meet your unique 
requirements.

cieh.org/work-based-training

Work-based training


